Campus Police Report

Impounded Vehicle stolen from towing co.

By Lynn M. Cowan
News Editor

An impounded vehicle was reported stolen by Roach Towing when the car owner removed it from the towing grounds on Sept. 13. On Sept. 15, campus police spotted the vehicle at MSC grounds, and impounded it a second time.

Sometime between Sept. 13 and Sept. 15, an 1984 Volkswagen on parked in lot 13 had its stereo stolen. The attempted theft was reported to have taken place between Sept. 13 and Sept. 17. The car was parked in lot 20 and showed no signs of forced entry. On Sept. 18, at 4 a.m., a female resident of Blanton Hall reported that a male forced his way into her room and asked for a girl whom the resident did not know.

The intruder left only when the resident began to scream, and a fire alarm followed almost immediately, hindering police investigation.

Several other female students on the same floor reported similar experiences that night. The matter is still under investigation.

A 1985 Jeep had its stereo stolen between 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. on Sept. 18. The Jeep was parked in lot 23 and was not forcefully entered.

The Bohn Hall director called campus police at midnight on Sept. 17 to report a disorderly resident. The student later returned to speak to the director. No charges were filed.

A stereo was stolen from a 1979 Oldsmobile sometime between Sept. 16 and Sept. 17. The car was parked in lot 20 and showed no signs of forced entry. On Sept. 18, at 4 a.m., a female resident of Blanton Hall reported that a male forced his way into her room and asked for a girl whom the resident did not know.

The intruder left only when the resident began to scream, and a fire alarm followed almost immediately, hindering police investigation.

Several other female students on the same floor reported similar experiences that night. The matter is still under investigation.

A 1983 Jeep had its stereo stolen between 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. on Sept. 18. The Jeep was parked in lot 23 and was not forcefully entered.

Alleged racist flyer incident heats up

By Shawn Smith
Correspondent

At a meeting hosted by the Newark branch of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), minority students met to discuss what sanctions should be imposed on Iota Kappa Phi (IKP), a New Jersey Institute of Technology (NJIT) fraternity that posted controversial flyers at day night party, Howard Beach goes to trial!

Three cartoons were displayed on the flyer: a frightened subway passenger sitting opposite another passenger who is holding a newspaper with a headline reading, "Subway shootings every day", below it, a picture of a skeleton in typical city-street attire; and on the right, a set of footprints. Members of BSCU have interpreted the

Concerned students from MSC and the New Jersey Institute of Technology (NJIT) met at the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) Newark branch on Sept. 18 to discuss the controversial flyer incident involving Iota Kappa Phi, an NJIT fraternity.

MSC officials responsible for the success of the Paralegal Studies Program that was recently re-approved by the American Bar Association, are pictured from left to right: Dr. Philip S. Cohen, Dr. Marilyn Taylor, President Donald E. Watters; Dr. Barbara Nagle, and Murray L. Cole.

Inside the Montclarion

Player's Little Footsteps reviewed. pg. 14.

MSC football team beats E. Stroudsburg. See back page.

SGA President Rob Acerra remarks on leadership weekend pg. 10.

Minipants for men. pg. 10.

By the end of the meeting, no actions were taken, but different viewpoints were heard. Concerned students from MSC and the New Jersey Institute of Technology (NJIT) met at the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) Newark branch on Sept. 18 to discuss the controversial flyer incident involving Iota Kappa Phi, an NJIT fraternity.

MSC to promote a theme party.

The meeting, held on Sept. 18 at the NAACP Newark branch, was attended by minority students from NJIT and MSC. The students voted that the fraternity should be suspended for one year, the second half of which some form of community service directed at minorities must be performed.

Additional proposals suggested that a one-year probationary period should be imposed when the charter is reinstated. A committee made up of a cross-section of the minority organizations from both NJIT and MSC will determine if the requirements for reinstatement have been met. The sanctions will have to be approved by NJIT President Fenster.

IKP, a fraternity known for using current event headlines as party themes, was accused recently of racism by MSC's Black Student Cooperative Union (BSCU). The incident was sparked by a flyer that read, "Iota Kappa Phi (the green house) presents another Iota night party, Howard Beach goes to trial!"

Three cartoons were displayed on the flyer: a frightened subway passenger sitting opposite another passenger who is holding a newspaper with a headline reading, "Subway shootings every day", below it, a picture of a skeleton in typical city-street attire; and on the right, a set of footprints. Members of BSCU have interpreted the
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HEY SENIORS!!
HELP MAKE YOUR SENIOR YEAR A BLAST!!
JOIN THE SENIOR COMMITTEE

Suggestions:
Possible theme:
Any Other Comments:

Please return this coupon to the SGA Office Room 103

Sponsored by your SGA

* * First Meeting
Tuesday, September 29
8:00 pm
Room 112 Student Center

* ANY QUESTIONS CALL:
893-4202
All Undergraduates Welcome

HEY FRESHMEN
HERE'S YOUR CHANCE TO CHOOSE YOUR REPRESENTATIVES

SGA FRESHMEN LEGISLATOR ELECTIONS

CANDIDATES
Daniel Forte Lisa Frazier Lisa Kaminski
Penelope Laughman Mary Jane Linnehan Brenda Mora
Jeannine Mercer Shelley Ott
Lisa Mullane

DATE: SEPT. 28th TIME: 10 am-7 pm
LOCATION: SC LOBBY BY THE BALLROOMS
STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS
Quarterly back again

By Mike Heelan
Staff Writer

During last night's SGA meeting, the legislature approved a name change for MSC's literary magazine Four Walls, a class I organization of the SGA, to its original name of Quarterly. However, the SGA voted against approving a budget for this organization until more financial information is available. A vote will take place in two weeks.

In other news, the first freshman election to be held in seven years has nine candidates for five open seats. This special election will be held in the Student Center lobby on Sept. 28. All freshman students are eligible to cast a vote and may do so between 10 am and 7 pm.

On-campus recruitment

What do Haagan Dazs, Prudential, U.S. Secret Service, Xerox, Cigna, and AT&T have in common? Beginning on Nov. 2 to Dec. 4, and from Feb. 8 to May 2, these and other employers will send representatives to MSC to interview graduating seniors for entry-level positions.

New Jersey's healthy economy has attracted many of the companies that are planning to recruit this year. What's more, MSC is a model for other campus communities. "They did something wrong and sincerely want to make amends," he said.

Mubarak, however, differs with Smith and Squire, saying, "I think the lotus are pleasing; they'll do anything to keep their name. The sanctions developed will...be a model for other campus communities."

Iota Kappa Phi, a New Jersey Institute of Technology fraternity, was de-chartered by the president of NJIT. This action was prompted, in part, by the Black Student Cooperative Union of MSC after posters with racial implications were found on campus. "De-chartering was kind of tough, in my opinion. Just be aware that flyers may be considered 'offensive' by some people," said SGA president Rob Acerra. The posters were advertising a party with a theme of 'Howard Beach Goes to Trial'.

An appointment of MSC student Brent Henderson as vice president of Internal Affairs was granted after a long line of questioning. "I see many problems on campus that relate to all students which need to be fixed. I'll do the best I can to make sure the problems are corrected," said Henderson. "This job will entail reporting all non-academic concerns within campus to the SGA."

For over a year, the college has been developing a marketing approach toward enrollment at MSC. According to Cynthia Barns, assistant to the college president, the purpose of this approach is to increase interest from potential students and add to public awareness of the college. One way of accomplishing this will be through newspapers and radio. Finally, the SGA legislature voted to change their fiscal year for greater ease in auditing. The new fiscal year will run from June 1 to May 31.

On-campus recruitment

Representatives will interview graduating seniors for job titles such as personnel trainer, sales representative, financial analyst, assistant buyer, staff auditor, programmer, management trainee, and commercial underwriter.

Seniors interested in participating must complete the required forms and provide potential employers with copies of their resume as soon as possible.

To help seniors prepare for their interviews, Career Services offers a series of interview and resume writing seminars. Students are strongly urged to attend these sessions prior to signing up for interviews.

Students eligible for recruitment must be currently enrolled at MSC, and be ready to graduate in December, May, or August.

From pg.1

Flyer incident from pg.1

how it could be interpreted that way, but (racism) was not intended. Howard Beach was not a racist incident. Also, the footprints on the flyer were intended to be green, representing the footprints leading to the fraternity house." Div- incenko also said that "the party themes are not meant to give the fraternity's position on any given issue." He also stated that the whole incident has been "blown out of proportion. They (NJIT) just want to make examples of us. The school is revering the tables, and we're the ones being discriminated upon. The last thing Iota Kappa Phi is racist.

The consensus of the members at the Sept. 16 meeting was that other measures of disciplinary action should be taken against I.K.P. President Fenster, according to Smith, had said that he would support whatever decisions were made by the group.

Minority students later expressed their feelings about the incident at the Sept. 18 meeting. Jeffrey Wiley of NJIT said, "celebrating the Howard Beach incident and the Goetz shooting is celebrating the killing of African-Americans in America." Donald Grant, also from NJIT, said that the incident "shows a deeper problem at NJIT and the surrounding community."

What angered Smith the most was that the fraternity "made contradictory statements in the same breath."

According to Smith, the fraternity leadership said, "Anyone would be blind and stupid not to notice that this is a controversial issue," yet stated in their letter of apology that their members "were unaware of the racial implications."

Smith said, "I'm hurting for the fraternity. I don't want to hurt anyone, just set an example. I think the fraternity is saying, 'We made a mistake and don't understand why, but we're willing to listen.'"

Squire also thinks that the fraternity is sincere. "They did something wrong and sincerely want to make amends," he said.

Mubarak, however, differs with Smith and Squire, saying, "I think the lotus are pleasing; they'll do anything to keep their name. The sanctions developed will...be a model for other campus communities."
MSC JEWISH STUDENT UNION Welcomes you to their opening event: TUESDAY SEPT. 29 8:00 pm in Ballroom B Featuring: Michelle LaFong renowned comedian & impressionist Followed afterwards by MAKE YOUR OWN SUNDAE FREE EVERYONE WELCOME JSU is a Class III organization of the SGA

A TIME TO REMEMBER

HOMECOMING '87 OCTOBER 7-11
TKE volleyball rush in progress. Lt. Oliver North missed the game but he sent his best wishes. Is he telling a lie?

The TI Business Analyst-Solar has all the right functions to help you get down to business. Is your present calculator good enough to make it in business? Probably not. That's why we made the TI BA-Solar. The BA-Solar provides you with preprogrammed functions for the interest, loans, real estate, bond, pricing and profit problems you'll find throughout your business courses. The BA-Solar speeds you through your assignments because the preprogrammed functions execute many business formulas at the push of a single key.

And not only does the BA-Solar give you higher finance, it gives you higher technology. The TI BA-Solar is the only financial calculator with solar capabilities. Thanks to TI's Anylite Solar™ technology, you can use the BA-Solar in any lowlight conditions.

Get your own BA-Solar at your bookstore today. After all, the last thing you want to do in business is take any unnecessary risks.

When my friends and I graduated from high school, we all took part-time jobs to pay for college.

They ended up in car washes and hamburger joints, putting in long hours for little pay.

Not me. My job takes just one weekend a month and two weeks a year. Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.

Because I joined my local Army National Guard.

They're the people who help our state during emergencies like hurricanes and floods. They're also an important part of our country's military defense.

So, since I'm helping them do such an important job, they're helping me make it through school.
We Want You!!

Sales Associates - Full & Part-Time
Sales Support - Stock
To Join Our Team At Paramus

Be eligible for storewide discount - Be part of the exciting, dynamic environment of retailing at HAHNE'S

Come see us at Garden State Plaza, Paramus.
Mondays and Thursdays 10am-8pm
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Fridays, 10am-6:30pm
Saturdays 10am-6pm
comics

BLOOM COUNTY
BY BERKE BREATHED

MITSU

BY G. STUART TIMM

MYSTERY REALM
BY RAY MAURO

GAG REFLEX
BY JOHN PAUL

SNORKIN
BY DARREN HUGHES
NEED MONEY?

These days who doesn’t? If you are conscientious and not afraid of working, **World Famous Capalbo’s Gift Baskets** may be the answer. Immediate openings are available for part time help in sales, production and delivery. Please call Edward Finnegan at 667-6262 to arrange for an interview.

![World Famous CAPALBO’S Gift Baskets](339 Passaic Avenue Nutley, NJ 07110 (201) 667-6262)

**Experience the Daffy Difference**

in East Hanover, Totowa and Paramus!

If you’re a homemaker, student, or an entreprenurial individual looking for a rewarding part-time or full-time career, it’s time to check out all the special benefits of The Daffy Difference.

Our Sales Associates enjoy some super benefits you should know about. This includes competitive salaries, company-paid medical and dental, tuition reimbursement, paid holidays and sick days, paid holidays on your birthday and date of hire anniversary...and of course, employee discounts on store merchandise. At Daffy’s our flexible schedules can be worked around your needs while you apply your unique fashion sense in an exciting, up-to-date retail environment.

**DEPARTMENT MANAGEMENT TRAINEES**

Exciting ground-floor opportunities are also available for highly motivated individuals who want to get their careers off to a fast start in the retailing industry.

If you’d like to find out more, call the Store Manager or stop by.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Totowa</td>
<td>Rt. 46 1/2 mile east of Willowbrook in Channel Center (201) 256-6921</td>
<td>(201) 256-6921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Hanover</td>
<td>Rt. 10 1 mile west of Livingston Circle (201) 428-0360</td>
<td>(201) 428-0360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paramus</td>
<td>Rt. 4 West Caldor Shopping Ctr. (201) 943-0808</td>
<td>(201) 943-0808</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Club Presents**

Date: Monday September 28th
Time: 8:00 pm
Place: Memorial Auditorium

Tickets go on sale Wed. Sept. 23rd at info desk in the Student Center 9 am-3 pm
3$ w/ID 5$ w/o ID

**Club** is a Class I organization of the SGA

**“Sexually Speaking”**

Dr. Ruth
It’s 5 pm: Do you know where your car is?

Rumor has it that MSC students are placing bets on whether their car will appear in next week’s Campus Police report under the stolen car section.

Aside from the laborious task of searching for a parking space each day, the MSC commuter is increasingly faced with the possibility of not having a car at the end of the day.

Car theft is a problem that has plagued the campus for several years. The scenario goes something like this:

Nearing the end of the day the commuter is overcome with a gnawing fear that his car may have been vandalized or stolen. Suddenly, his head becomes filled with images of his car parked somewhere on Route 3, only to be grimly reminded that the shuttle doesn’t go that route.

We here at the Montclarion feel that there is an urgent need to upgrade the present security system that exists at MSC. The weekly Campus Police reports indicate that crime is a major problem.

The increase of thefts and incidents of vandalism serve as proof. If you read the reports you’ll see how many stereos are stolen and cars vandalized within a week’s time.

Campus Police can not be expected to carry the entire burden of MSC’s safety problems, though. The college as a whole should take on the responsibility and implement a course of action.

For 2,200 MSC students this campus is their home. As members of a community their needs must be addressed. The student voice carries a lot of weight. Maybe if we turned up the volume, we could be a little more effective.

If you look back you’ll remember just year ago parking fees increased by 100%, up from ten dollars to twenty dollars. To save students from the misery of having their cars vandalized or stolen the college should consider purchasing closed-circuit surveillance cameras to be installed in remote sections of campus. Thieves may think twice before ripping off someone’s car stereo.

MSC students need feedback. They need to know that they are being listened to. The college must take more of an interest in the problems that have seemingly been pushed to the wayside.

Ignoring problems never make them go away.
Iota Kappa Phi sends apology to MSC

The Brothers of Iota Kappa Phi (NJIT) are sincerely apologizing for using the very sensitive issue of Howard Beach in a poster advertising a Tuesday night party on Sept. 15, 1987.

We realize the flyer has racial implications and we are sorry if we have offended any individuals or organization. Never again will an affair like this happen in the future of our fraternity.

We hope our sincerer apologies are accepted.

The Brotherhood of Iota Kappa Phi

Alumnus applauds racism editorial

To the editor:

Realizing the sensitive nature of the situation arising between MSC's Black Student Cooperative Union (BSCU) and NJIT's Iota Kappa Phi (IKP) fraternity, I want to commend you on your editorial of Sept. 17. Your handling of the subject was both unbiased and unselfish — something not often seen at the college newspaper level, but often at The Montclarion.

It was important for you to note the seriousness of this situation without igniting any flames with brush statements. MSC doesn't need a revolution, and you helped prevent that with your responsible coverage. I agree with you that initial flushes go to the fraternity, which acted irresponsible- probably not maliciously. But a flippant attitude toward something as serious as the Howard Beach murder, regardless of its racial implications, does not reflect well on the fraternity at all and they certainly deserve the negative criticism. As you stated, "Racial tension is no laughing matter."

Yet, revolutionary are not the answer to soothing racial tensions, wither. Nor is anger. Contempt breeds contempt. Period. Retaliation is just another extension of the cold war with minority groups.

MSC's BSCU had a right to be angry at the posters placed on campus, and to do all human beings. They were an affront to all people—black or white. However, BSCU could have chosen to rise above the controversy. Their unbending demands for strict and harsh punishments (dechartering, expulsion, fines, many hours of community service) certainly don't prove that they have been advanced beyond the stage of "An eye for an eye."

A cue could have been taken from Mahatma Ghandi in this case, instead of Martin Luther King. Militant attitudes must stop. Revenge is not an answer. It is a grown-up (?) form of "gotcha back."

Again, I commend you on your coverage. You are once again ahead of the game, and I commend you on your sense of responsibility.

Name withheld upon request

Alumnus
TKE
Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity

"HOT BOD" AUCTION

Wed., October 7
11 a.m.-1 p.m.
Front of Student Center
WE WANT ANY BODY!

WINTER SESSION 1988

There will be an advanced registration period for Winter Session 1988.
Students are encouraged to advance register due to the limited number of courses offered.
Courses available at late registration will be minimal.

Course brochures & course request forms available to students
October 7, 1987 - October 16, 1987

Submission of completed request forms to registrar
October 7, 1987 - October 16, 1987
CEDAR GROVE
BUY RITE

597 POMPTON AVENUE / CEDAR GROVE, NJ / 239-1068
MON-SAT 9:00 a.m. - 10 p.m. / OPEN SUN 12:00 - 6:00

WELCOMES BACK —
Montclair State College Students

THE AREA’S #1 DISCOUNT LIQUOR STORE

Less Than 2 Miles
From
Montclair State College

Discount Beer,
Wine, Liquor.
Kegs in Stock.

Come See Danny at Cedar Grove Buy-Rite
For All Your Party Needs!!!

10% CLIP THIS COUPON 10% FOR 10% OFF
GOOD ONLY 10%
AT
CEDAR GROVE
BUY-RITE

DANNY
Manager, Cedar Grove Buy Rite

MUST
BE
21 OR
OLDER

10%
GOOD ONLY
AT
CEDAR GROVE
BUY-RITE

GOOD TILL 9/30/87

FOODTOWN SHOPPING CENTER

REAR ENTRANCE
BOWDEN
SHERMAN
HALLER
SCHOOL
RIDGE RD.
UPPER MTN.
RESERVOIR

M.S.C.
Footsteps teaches the little facts of life

By Michael J. Cullen
Correspondent

The following review is from the dress rehearsal of The Players production of Little Footsteps.

We all know how babies are made. The Players production of Little Footsteps tells us how parents are made. A young man, who is the epitome of the Peter Pan Syndrome, and his wife who is overshelmed by her parents, are about to become parents.

The lights go up and Ben (Brian Shnipper), a childish and unambitious man in Disney underwear, immediately breaks the fourth wall by telling the audience his views on children and his wife.

In the first act Ben teases his wife like a little brother would. When Ben learns his wife is pregnant, he experiences trepidation, and finally acts resentful towards her for getting pregnant.

Shnipper is colorful. He has real depth and understanding of his character. He has a strong grasp on the character's soul.

The only other character in the first act is Joannie (Jodi Plaia). Joannie is a combination mother and wife to Ben. She is an overly happy girl who tries to "paint rainbows over her problems. As she sees problems developing she paints rainbows on the nursery walls.

Joannie's emotions may change too quickly but they are well displayed by Plaia. She clearly illustrates both the joy she feels when she first tells Ben about the baby, and the obvious blow she takes when she realizes Ben doesn't want to be a father.

There are some slow moments during the first act. The light, silly portions of the dialogue go on a little too long. The first act is filled with lines like, "Do you want him to be born with stunted lungs?" "Hell no, let him earn them like I had to.

"The emotional performances of Brian and Jodi make up for all the one liners and baby jokes.

In the second act, Joannie struggles through baby Daniel's christening party without Ben. Here, Natalie Ferrier portrays Joannie's mother, Charlotte. Although at times her movements seem mechanical, some good facial expressions and a great speaking voice keep her character entertaining.

Joannie's father Gil (Kevin Carolan) is a man in his own world. He has few emotional scenes. Kevin makes the most of this character with some great movements and very real facial expressions.

Kevin really brings a less-than-lively character to life.

The christening party guests are played by Marianne Carroll, Cheri Fiora, Jennifer Biddle, and Joy Trapiani. Trapiani made the most of a very small part as Gwendolyn.

The setting in the first act is the baby's unfinished bedroom. The walls are bright blue with half finished stalks of stars and rainbows.

In the second act solid blue walls cover up the rainbows that existed when Ben and Joannie were happy. The nursery no longer has a bright atmosphere.

The drab furniture reflects Joannie's feelings. The setting could have improved. Jim Giordano did an extremely commendable job.

Performances are Wed. Sept. 23 through Sat. Sept. 26 at 8 p.m. There is a matinee Fri. Sept. 25 at 2:15 p.m. All shows are held in room 126 of the Student Center Annex.

Pink Floyd Portrays New Sonic Brilliance

By Jim Nooney
Correspondent

Question: What new album was recorded in seven different studies and features six key­boardists, three drummers, three sax players, two guitarists, and two producers? Why, it's the new Pink Floyd record, A Momentary Lapse of Reason.

Yes, Britain's premier progressive band has released its first album since 1983's The Pros and the Cons and the results are impressive. A Momentary Lapse of Reason is a technical and artistic triumph for a band basically written off after the bitter departure of bassist and chief songwriter Roger Waters. The departure of Waters, which has been accompanied by lawsuits worthy of "Divorce Court," has apparently not had any negative effect on Pink Floyd's music.

Guitarist, vocalist, writer, and producer David Gilmour has effectively combined the sonic brilliance of Dark Side of the Moon with the cynical, lyrical outlook of The Wall to produce an album which will please old Floyd fans and may even attract new ones.

"For hard core we will tie and deceive! Even our masters don't know the web we weave... Invisible transfers, long distance calls! Hollow laughter in marble halls! Steps have been taken, a silent uproar! Has unleashed the dogs of war." A stirring guitar solo further hammers home the point.

Lyrical the album does lean toward the depressing side, with one notable exception. "On The Turning Away" is a beautiful appeal for compassion toward one's fellow man.

Instructually, A Momentary Lapse of Reason is breathtaking. Since this is the first digitally recorded Pink Floyd album, it begs to be heard on compact disc.

Rick Wright's keyboards and Nick Mason's drums sound impressive, but David Gilmour is the instrumental star of the show. Every track documents either his searing electric or sublime acoustic playing.

So, did Pink Floyd suffer a momentary lapse in judgement when they released this album? Well, they'll never sound quite the same without Roger Waters, but A Momentary Lapse of Reason indicates that he may not be missed. As they said in The Wall, "The show must go on!"
PLAYERS PRESENTS

LITTLE FOOTSTEPS

BY TED TALLY

THE LAUGHTER
THE TEARS THE JOY THE SORROWS AND
THE THRILL OF IT ALL.

What More Could A Family Ask For?
"LITTLE FOOTSTEPS"
MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE

SEPT. 23 - 26
8:00 pm
Sept. 25 Matinee
2:15 pm

STUDENT CENTER
Rm. 126

Players is a class of the SGA
Ringwald gets picked up

Molly at the movies

By Kathy Opdyke
Correspondent

Are we all Molly-ed out? That is the question we must ask about Molly Ringwald's new film, The Pick-Up Artist. Also starring is Robert Downey (Back to School). He is a humorous and talented actor who tries his best to save a very disappointing film.

Downey plays Jack Jericho, a smooth-talking ladies' man who uses the line "Did anyone ever tell you you have the face of a Botticelli and the body of a Degas?" Surprisingly it usually works.

Jack finally meets his match with Randy Jensen (Ringwald), who isn't interested in him. She's too concerned with her alcoholic father (Dennis Hopper) who owes loansharks $25,000. Her quest for money is promising. Downey's character takes the movie from her shabby Long Island apartment to a noisy casino in Atlantic City.

The whole movie then becomes a sappy soap-opera with Jack trying to help Randy solve her problems.

Then the movie goes downhill. He's no longer the pick-up artist, just a guy chasing a girl. The whole movie then becomes a sappy soap-opera with Jack trying to help Randy solve her problems.

The plot becomes boring and confusing. At one point, Randy's father is taken away by the loansharks. Then, we don't see him again for quite awhile. All of a sudden, he's back again. There's no explanation of what happened or why.

This movie should have been made for just Downey. His acting was stronger and more enjoyable. But, Ringwald is a bigger star, and the script had to accommodate her too. Randy is dull and obnoxious.

Most of Ringwald's pictures were interesting and likable. But this one wasn't. Possibly she's getting old and wearing out. Maybe she should stick to the high school scene.

If anything, you should see the movie for Downey's character. The movie starts out very promising. Downey's character is funny and charming. He manages to catch many a ladies' eye with his handsome face and witty lines. Unfortunately, he fails in love with Randy. He even rips up his list of phone numbers for her.

Rock-n-Roll Corner

Hey, hey, waddaya say...? New Sting single sounds more like Rick James than Louis Armstrong. Sting tells us his roots are firmly imbedded in jazz-blues, and then he turns around and pulls this crap. Maybe I'm being a bit harsh, but that was the first impression...Report in last week's Daily News tells us that Bonzo of U2 is now the richest man in Ireland. The papers put his yearly income at about $15 million. Small change, huh? Speaking of U2, isn't it amazing that they have all six of their records in the top 200...? People really should give Jimmy Buffett a serious listen.

Parrotheads (Buffett fans) know that Buffett goes beyond Jimmy Buffett. He's no longer the pick-up artist, just a guy chasing a girl. The whole movie then becomes a sappy soap-opera with Jack trying to help Randy solve her problems.

The plot becomes boring and confusing. At one point, Randy's father is taken away by the loansharks. Then, we don't see him again for quite awhile. All of a sudden, he's back again. There's no explanation of what happened or why.

The Pick-Up Artist was written and directed by James Toback and is rated PG-13.
If only typewriters let you proofread your work before they printed it on the page.

What a mess!
You've just proofread your term paper and it's got typos, spelling errors and misplaced paragraphs.
Now, you can't hand in a paper like this.
So no matter how tired you are, you've got to retype the entire thing.
That is, unless you typed it on a Videowriter.*

The Videowriter solves all your typing problems.
Take the most obvious one: typos.
On an ordinary typewriter it would be a bottle of white-out and a frustrating interruption.
On a Videowriter it just means pressing the key marked "delete." That's all.
Because you type your work on a screen before you print it on a page.

And how about those bigger problems like wanting to rearrange paragraphs?
On an ordinary typewriter you have to "cut and paste" them.
On a Videowriter you only have to press the key marked "move" and then indicate the area you want it moved to. It's that simple.

It spells.
What happens when you're typing and you come to a word you can't spell?
On an ordinary typewriter you have to stop typing, find a dictionary and look it up.
Not so on a Videowriter. Spelling problems can be corrected simply by pressing the key marked "spell."

It counts words.
If you've ever had a teacher tell you to write a thousand word essay, you know what a pain it is trying to count your words.
On an ordinary typewriter you have to do it with your finger.
But on a Videowriter you can press a mere two buttons and it does the counting for you.

It makes multiple copies.
From time to time you want a copy of what you've typed, right?
Well, if you use a Videowriter you won't have to go to the school library to look for a copier machine.
All you'll have to look for is the button marked "print." Press it and the Videowriter will make another original.
And because your work is automatically stored on a standard 3 1/2" floppy disk, you can make those copies whenever you want.

It obviously does a lot more than type.
That's because the word processing features just go on and on.

What's more, we sell the Videowriter® Word Processor for around the price of a good electronic typewriter.
And that's quite a bargain when you consider the amount of time it'll save you. Time you can spend doing the work for your other classes.

If so, look no further. Pledge Sigma Delta Phi.
—To Kathy, Paul, Putt, and Rich—Thanks for being there for me all summer. You're the best.
Love, Sharon.

—Lace This year will be wild! Spice.
—Jeff—Where are the strawberries and whipped cream? Lace.
—Yama—I guess I'm pledging Sigma, Amy.
—Michelle in 1418, you are the light of my life, beam me up! The phantom of 1218.
—Jon D. Bennigan's? Please, I need to talk. Call me X1811.
—Congratulations! Ms. Coleman, you really deserve this one! Paul B.
—Pedro and Pablo: Welcome back to MSC! Hope your semester is great. Let's get together real soon and "cuddle." Love and kisses, Tasha.
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Attention

-A weekend to remember: the Encounter with Christ, November 6-8. Any questions, 746-2323, the Newman Center.

-Attention all sports fanatics. Participate in MSC's first annual Sports Festival on October 4th. More information to come.

-Will meet your reasonable deadline typing your resumes, term papers, doctorate thesis, statistical reports. Dictaphone service also available. Call Claudia at 777-0285 after 5:30 p.m., during the week or anytime on weekends. Passaic County.

-Typing/Word Processing charge by the page. Editing charge by the hour. Special rates for students. Call Donna G. 744-7963.

-To K & M in 3A01- Thanks for being such great friends so far this year. You two are the best! Love K in 4C08.

-Jenn: I'm really glad we became friends this year. You're a lot of fun to talk to. Don't worry about your date he's totally hot! Love KO.

-Andy Timm - This "SPACE" is for you.

-To all those who made the Leadership weekend so special- Thanks- You made it all worth it. P.S. Linda, EXTERIOR ALERT!!!

-To my little sister "Gidge": Get psyched for this semester's fun. Love your big- Theresa.

-Big Guy, I find you more interesting than the subject we share. Studying you could be more fun. The Non-Geek.

-Wabbi, I enjoyed the weekend. You have a coupon for one free massage. Bugs.

-To Eugene and Myra, Congratulations on the marriage. May you have at least 15 kids and 45 grandchildren. Tom.

-To SGA & Class One Organizations, Had a super time on weekend. Long-live cooperation between us, Quarterly.

For Sale

-1977 Toyota Corolla Wagon. 5-speed stick. $950. Call 893-7279 (on campus).


-1975 Mustang, 5-speed stick, rust proofed, 96,000 miles, $1500! Call 471-9774.

-1985 Chevy Spectrum, 4 cyl, hatchback, Dark green, 5 speed, 34,000 miles, AM/FM Radio, excellent condition in/out. Asking $4200; willing to negotiate. Call Cheryl 864-8540.

-Rare Grateful Dead: "Blues for Allah" and "Wake of the Flood" on compact disc. Not in stores! Call Musically 201-945-3110. Ask for free CD catalog.

Before you choose a long distance service, take a close look.

You may be thinking about choosing one of the newer carriers over AT&T in order to save money.

Think again.

Since January 1987, AT&T's rates have dropped more than 15% for direct-dialed out-of-state calls. So they're lower than you probably realize. For information on specific rates, you can call us at 1 800 222-0300.

And AT&T offers clear long distance connections, operator assistance, 24-hour customer service, and immediate credit for wrong numbers. Plus, you can use AT&T to call from anywhere to anywhere, all over the United States and to over 250 countries.

You might be surprised at how good a value AT&T really is. So before you choose a long distance company, pick up the phone.
Kean comes to town

By Kenny Peck

Sports Editor

The Kean Cougars, undefeated for two games this season, take on MSC Saturday looking for their first victory ever against the Indians. Kean, winless in 12 games with MSC, comes off victories against Brooklyn College (31-6) and Ramapo (26-6).

The Cougars have the ability to put a lot of points on the board, courtesy of their Delaware Wing-T offense. Last year, Kean averaged only 18 points per game while utilizing a veer-option offense.

First year Head Coach Glenn Hedden feels this season’s team will turn quite a few heads.

“This is a new year for the Cougars. Our approach to this season is a fresh and innovative one,” he said. “There were a lot of off-season developments within the conference and I feel our squad will be able to compete with any of the teams in the NJAC (New Jersey Athletic Conference).”

The offense is led by junior quarterback Dave Johnson and his favorite receiver, tight end Daryl Butts. Brian Gallagher and Tim Mertikas head the running backs. Projected starter Jim Greene is feared to be lost for the season with a broken leg. Overall, Johnson completed 8 of 20 passes for 131 yards.

Junior linebacker Mike Iezzi and senior safeties Don Zarrillo and Steve Castora will take on the key to the Cougars’ passing defense. If the Indians can shut him down, Kean will have to adapt quickly.

Junior line backers Mike Iezzi and senior safeties Don Zarrillo and Steve Castora will take on leadership roles as they are the only veterans on defense.

“We are developing the athletes into football players,” said Frank Bender, defensive coordinator. “We won’t rush them, and the staff realizes it will take time for the players to learn the system.”

As for the specialty teams, senior John Mattos and Johnson will handle the kicking and punting, respectively. Both return from fine seasons last year, as Johnson averaged 38 yards a kick.

Key Matchups:
MSC QB Ed Baffige vs. Kean secondary- Baffige played very well in leading the Indians over East Stroudsburg last week, and the Kean secondary is probably the strongest point of their fine defense.
MSC Outside Linebackers vs. TE McGuirl- McGuirl is the key to the Cougars’ passing offense. If the Indians can shut him down, at least slow him down, a Kean win will have to adapt quickly.
MSC Offensive Line vs. Kean Defensive Front- Kean has a young defensive line and MSC may have the size and experience to control the line of scrimmage.
MSC Running Back Leroy Horn vs. Kean Defense- Horn ran well against ESU last week, enabling the Indians to keep the Warriors off balance. If the Cougars can’t contain Horn, it will be a long night for Kean.

Now is the time to make your choice. Because every ArtCarved college ring—from handsome traditional to contemporary styles—is on sale now! You’ll be impressed with the fine ArtCarved craftsmanship that’s backed by a Full Lifetime Warranty. And you’ll appreciate the savings. Don’t miss out!

☐ The Quality.
☐ The Craftsmanship.
☐ The Reward You Deserve.

Date: October 5th-8th
Time: 10:15 am to 5:30 pm
Place: S.C. Lobby

CLASS RINGS

Save up to 60% on GOLD RINGS!

ON SALE NOW!

DON’T DELAY!
Senior running back Leroy Horn ran for 144 yards and a touchdown while junior Tony Colasurdo added two field goals to help the Indians down East Stroudsburg, 13-2.

MSC freshman quarterback Ed Baffige completed 10 of 20 passes for 138 yards. After trading punts, MSC started a drive from the ESU 44-yard line which resulted in a 32-yard Colasurdo field goal and a 3-0 Indian lead. Included in the drive was a 24-yard pass play as Baffige connected with Amod Field to set up the field goal.

MSC capitalized on an ESU mistake to add onto their lead later in the second quarter.

The Indians were forced to punt from the Warriors’ 27-yard line, but the play was nullified as ESU was penalized for having too many men on the field. Thus, the drive continued and was capped by a six yard touchdown run by Horn. Colasurdo’s extra point gave the Indians a 10-0 halftime advantage.

In the third quarter, the Warriors scored what would prove to be their only points of the game. On a third down play, Baffige was sacked in the end zone for a safety, cutting the ESU deficit to eight.

The only scoring in the fourth quarter was a 32-yard Colasurdo field goal, giving the Indians the lead by a score of 13-2.

The key to this game was the play of our line, both offensively and defensively,” said senior tight end Ed Pedicine, who caught four passes for 43 yards. “This game will give us a lot of confidence for the remainder of the season.”

Enter the NFL strike. The key issue of the strike is the subject of free agency. The Player’s Association wants it, while the owners will approve only slight changes in the existing compensation system.

Briggs was quoted as saying he “can’t even see who’s right and who’s wrong in this thing. I just see that it could be to my advantage.” Team officials and personnel directors around the league are busy trying to put together 40-man “scab” squads. Several players from around the league have decided to cross the picket lines, most notably quarterbacks Mark Dunigan (Colts) and Marc Wilson (LA Raiders) and defensive end Mark Gasevich (Jets).

Hogeboom and Wilson are shaping up as “scab” quarterbacks, as contract clauses demanded it. Gastineau feels that Jet management has treated him well over the years and thus demanded it. Gastineau feels that the better we are going to execute our passes. The team is more experienced, and that hard work paid off tonight.

The Indians opened the game by playing a controlled, relaxed game. Nothofer felt that in “the first games we were rushed in our passing, but this game the defense and offense gelled. The more games we play together, the better we are going to execute our passes. The team is more experienced, and that helps our ability to communicate on the field.”

The Indian midfield was clicking early, as they pressured the Gothic defense. At the ten minute mark, the Indians worked a good give and go as Robert Briggs flicked a pass to Adam McNally, who shot it just wide of the net.

MSC did manage to score the first goal at 17:46 as Nothofer flicked a quick pass to Bill Fitzpatrick, who pounced on the ball in traffic to give the Indians the lead by a score of 1-0.

The Goths came out in the second half fired up, applying a tighter, trapping defense. They had their best chance of the game to score as a Gothic attacker had a breakaway with only the goalie to beat, but Chip Hyde came out to punch the ball away and make a fine save.

Derek Lewis, who has sparked the Indian offense this season, was held in check during the first half but got into the scoring act in the second. Nothofer dumped the ball to him in the middle, and Lewis was able to flick it over the head of the oncoming goal keeper for the score.

Montclair totally dominated the final thirty minutes of the game. Chris Gonzezk was fouled outside the penalty area and the Indians were awarded a free kick outside the penalty area.

On the free kick Bill Fitzpatrick faked with his left and then passed the ball to Robert Chesney, who it turn batted it home, stretching the lead to 3-0.

The Indians scored the final goal as Lewis got the ball from Nothofer on the left, streaked down the wing and made a bullet pass that went across the Goths goal. Phil Cirincione picked up the ball on the right side and made the pass to Gonzezk in the middle, who batted home the shot to give MSC their final tally.

NY Jets tab Briggs to play as ‘scab’ quarterback

Former MSC quarterback Walter Briggs may be the signal-callers for the New York Jets come October 4 should the current NFL strike continue.

Briggs became New Jersey’s leading passer of all time last year as quarterback of the 10-2 Indians. As a reward for his efforts, he was asked by the Jets to come to training camp as a free agent.

Briggs was cut later in the summer, but when he was let go, Jets Head Coach Joe Walton was impressed. He said that while Briggs had talent, he just “lacked experience.” Since then, Briggs has been playing for a semi-pro team in Connecticut, awaiting his chance.

What’s What in MSC sports

Fall Baseball
The MSC Fall Baseball team dropped a 7-6 decision Tuesday at William Paterson, falling to 2-1 on the year. John D_opferli had a three-run home run for the Indians. Upcoming games: Today vs. Wm. Paterson (H), 3:30; Sun., at Rider (2), 12:00; Tues., vs. Bloomfield (H), 3:30.

Women’s Cross-Country
The Lady Harriers finished with a final point total of 53 to secure second place among Division III schools in the Trenton Invitational Sunday. All-American Jessica Levinskas led the way for the Indians in the 5000 meter run, finishing first among Division III runners and fifth overall in a time of 19:40. Upcoming meets: Sat., Wm. Paterson/Jersey City (H),12:00.

Field Hockey
The Women’s Field Hockey team defeated Bryn Mawr (Pa.) by a score of 3-1. Judy DeMarco scored twice and Fran DeVito added a tally. Upcoming games: Sat., vs. Kean (H), 12:00; Wed., vs. Wm. Paterson (H), 7:30; Thurs., at King’s, 4:00.

Water Polo
Upcoming meets: Thurs., at St. Peter’s College; Oct. 2-4, at Villanova.
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